No. PBTE/SPORTS/2014/123

To

The Principal,
Govt. Colleges of Technology,
Govt. Colleges of Commerce,
Govt. institutes of Commerce,
Govt. Colleges of Commerce (W),
Govt. Colleges of Technology (W),
Govt. Institutes of Commerce (W),
Private institutes affiliated with Board.

Subject: POSTPONE OF PBTE SPORTS FOR THE YEAR 2014-15

It is to inform that Sports of Technical and Commerce streams of PBTE for the year 2014-15 has been postponed due to unavoidable security issues of the country. Therefore fresh schedule for sports will be communicate latter on.

(JAVED IQBAL)
DEPUTY SECRETARY

Copy to:-

1- The General Manager (Operations), TEVTA.
2- The Director Commerce, Punjab.
3- The Zonal Managers, TEVTA, Punjab.
4- The District Managers, TEVTA, Punjab.